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Abstract
Background The current shift towards competency-based residency training has increased the need for objective assessment 
of skills. In this study, we developed and validated an assessment tool that measures technical and non-technical competency 
in transurethral resection of bladder tumour (TURBT).
Methods The ‘Test Objective Competency’ (TOCO)–TURBT tool was designed by means of cognitive task analysis (CTA), 
which included expert consensus. The tool consists of 51 items, divided into 3 phases: preparatory (n = 15), procedural 
(n = 21), and completion (n = 15). For validation of the TOCO–TURBT tool, 2 TURBT procedures were performed and 
videotaped by 25 urologists and 51 residents in a simulated setting. The participants’ degree of competence was assessed by 
a panel of eight independent expert urologists using the TOCO–TURBT tool. Each procedure was assessed by two raters. 
Feasibility, acceptability and content validity were evaluated by means of a quantitative cross-sectional survey. Regression 
analyses were performed to assess the strength of the relation between experience and test scores (construct validity). Reli-
ability was analysed by generalizability theory.
Results The majority of assessors and urologists indicated the TOCO–TURBT tool to be a valid assessment of competency 
and would support the implementation of the TOCO–TURBT assessment as a certification method for residents. Construct 
validity was clearly established for all outcome measures of the procedural phase (all r > 0.5, p < 0.01). Generalizability-
theory analysis showed high reliability (coefficient Phi ≥ 0.8) when using the format of two assessors and two cases.
Conclusions This study provides first evidence that the TOCO–TURBT tool is a feasible, valid and reliable assessment 
tool for measuring competency in TURBT. The tool has the potential to be used for future certification of competencies for 
residents and urologists. The methodology of CTA might be valuable in the development of assessment tools in other areas 
of clinical practice.

Keywords Assessment · Cognitive task analysis · Certification · Transurethral resection of bladder tumour · Urology · 
Validation

Traditionally, declarations of competency in surgical skills 
have been based on the number of cases performed and the 
subjective opinion of a mentor, both indicating a perception 

of performance rather than an actual measurement of skills 
[1, 2]. The current shift from time-based residency train-
ing towards competency-based training has led to a growing 
demand for objective assessment of skills [3, 4]. Besides, 
several cases of technical incompetence have led to patient 
morbidity and mortality, which increased public and politi-
cal pressure to evaluate surgical quality and competency [5, 
6].

Objective assessment has the potential to measure com-
petency before allowing independent clinical practice [1, 
7]. Up till now, the majority of assessment tools have been 
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used for formative assessment [8]. In formative assessment, 
the focus is on development and progression of residents 
throughout their traineeship by providing a structured eval-
uation of their performance and constructive feedback. In 
summative assessment, the goal is to assess the residents’ 
performance at the end of a course by comparing it against 
some standard or benchmark. Summative assessment tools 
are used for high-stakes assessment and certification, which 
are imperative in competency-based training. For an assess-
ment tool to be used for high-stakes assessment, it has to 
comply with stringent requirements, as it has to be objective, 
feasible, valid, and reliable [9].

In literature, the main focus in assessment has been on 
measurements of technical skills [1, 10]. However, a surgeon 
should be competent in non-technical skills as well [11]. 
Until now, few studies have focused on assessing both types 
of skills [11, 12].

‘Cognitive task analysis’ (CTA) uses multiple interviews 
and observation strategies aiming at capturing experts’ 
knowledge, thought processes, and decision-making on 
performance of a complex task [13, 14]. As experts have 
automated certain parts of their performance, they are no 
longer conscious of every step they take, which can lead 
to difficulties in the identification of decision points [13]. 
CTA offers a unique educational method to deconstruct the 
automated skills and identifies relevant steps and decision 
points [15]. These steps and decision points are the basic 
elements of the assessment tool.

Transurethral resection of bladder tumour (TURBT) is a 
procedure every urologist should master. Being the initial 
bladder cancer treatment, competency in accurate and radi-
cal TURBT is paramount for achieving good staging and 
prognosis [16, 17]. Higher surgical experience results in less 
Ta-T1 cancer recurrence, and resident involvement in lower 
urinary tract surgery is associated with increased readmis-
sions [18, 19]. This reflects the importance of training and 
assessments for minimizing risks for patients.

With this study, an assessment tool for TURBT is devel-
oped and validated. Research questions are “What are tech-
nical and non-technical skills necessary for a urologist to 
show competency in TURBT?” and “Is the newly developed 
Test Objective Competency (TOCO)–TURBT tool a valid 
and reliable assessment tool?”

Subjects and methods

Development of the TOCO–TURBT tool

The TOCO–TURBT tool was developed by means of a CTA. 
The stepwise method that was followed is reflected in Fig. 1. 
The first step was the design of a framework that consisted 
of a hierarchical description of all the constituent skills that 

enable competent performance of TURBT. It was designed 
by two urologists and two residents. Additional constituent 
skills were identified during 10 h of clinical observation. 
This resulted in a detailed overview of all discrete steps 
of the procedure, including a description of standards for 
acceptable performance and values for rating. An expert 
consensus meeting was organized, in which nine expert 
urologists participated. Urologists were selected based on 
their expertise in TURBT, familiarity with international 
guidelines, and involvement in the education of urological 
residents. Expert urologists were defined as registered onco-
logical urologists with at least 10 years of practical experi-
ence, member of the European Association of Urology and 
the Dutch Association of Endourology and program director 
at their teaching hospital. During the consensus meeting, the 
content of the framework was extensively discussed until 
consensus on content, relevance, and completeness was 
reached. Subsequently, modifications to the framework were 
made according to the input and comments of the experts. 
Finally, the adjusted version of the assessment tool was sent 
to the expert panel for their final consent.

The final version of the TOCO–TURBT tool consists of 
51 items and is divided into 3 phases: preparatory (n = 15), 
procedural phase (n = 21), and completion phase (n = 15) 
(Online Appendices 1a–c). The values for rating include yes/
no and a 4-point Likert scale, in which scores three or four 
indicate competent performance of that particular item [20]. 
In addition, an assessment of overall performance (scale 
1–10) and an expert global evaluation (competent/not com-
petent) were included.

Validation of the TOCO–TURBT tool

Study design and participants

This observational and comparative study was conducted at 
the urology departments of seven teaching hospitals across 
the Netherlands. A total of 76 residents and urologists with 
different levels of endoscopic experience were included. 
All participants received a standardized verbal introduction 
on the use of the validated Simbla TURBT simulator [21] 
from one of the tutors (HvG or HdV). Subsequently, each 
participant performed two standardized TURBT procedures. 
Standardization included the use of identical bladder sub-
strates and the resection of four bladder tumours per pro-
cedure in a predefined order. Participants were instructed 
to perform a complete tumour resection until 2–3  mm 
below the surface of the bladder wall. The participants were 
blinded to the content of the TOCO–TURBT tool. No guid-
ance, instruction or feedback was provided regarding the 
procedural steps nor regarding the technique of performance. 
To enable the assessment of cognitive skills (situational 
judgment, the participants’ understanding of the procedure, 
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salient decision points, etc.), a talk-aloud protocol was cre-
ated, in which participants were instructed to express all 
their considerations and decisions throughout the procedure 
out loud [22]. Performance was recorded on video. Through-
out each procedure, one of the tutors was present. A detailed 
description of the SIMBLA simulation model is provided in 
Online Appendix 2.

Video assessment

The video recordings were reviewed and scored with the 
TOCO–TURBT tool by a panel of eight independent expert 
urologists. To enhance the inter-rater reliability, the video 
assessments were preceded by an assessor meeting, in which 
four videos of participants with varying experience were 
reviewed and assessed. During this meeting, the description 
of standards for acceptable performance and the accompany-
ing values for rating were clarified. The assessors received 

a handout of the standards per item to be used during the 
assessment.

The assessors were blinded for the participants’ training 
status. Each procedure was assessed by a set of two raters. 
For practical reasons, the experts only assessed the pro-
cedural phase of the TURBT. The preparatory phase and 
the registration phase were assessed by two investigators 
(HdV and HvG), both medical doctors with an urological 
background. These investigators attended a similar assessor 
meeting prior to starting their assessments.

Assessment of feasibility, acceptability, and content validity

Data on demographics of participants, feasibility, accept-
ability, and content validity of the TOCO–TURBT tool were 
collected by means of a questionnaire, which was derived 
from Barton et al. [20]. The questionnaire was completed by 

Fig. 1  Stepwise method for the 
development of the TOCO–
TURBT tool
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the participants and the assessors. Question formats included 
multiple-choice questions and open-ended questions.

Assessment of construct validity

The following outcome measures were used to evaluate the 
construct validity of the TOCO–TURBT tool: (1) Test score 
per phase, subdivided into PrepScore (preparatory phase), 
ProcScore (procedural phase), and ComplScore (comple-
tion phase). (2) Overall performance (GlobalScore), (3) 
Competency score (ComptcyScore), and (4) Resection time 
(LogTime).

Statistical analysis

The test score per phase was defined as the percentage credit 
points obtained over all items of that phase. Each item con-
tributed a maximum of 1 point to the sum score. As there 
were scores from two assessors, the score was obtained by 
calculating the mean of the two scores. For each of the two 
cases, a proportion correct score was obtained by calculat-
ing the sum score over all the items and dividing it by the 
number of non-missing items. The final proportion correct 
score over cases was obtained by calculating the mean of 
proportion correct scores of cases 1 and 2.

For the procedural phase, mean scores were also obtained 
for the outcome measure ‘overall performance’ and ‘compe-
tency score’. A skewed distribution was anticipated for the 
outcome measure ‘resection time’. Therefore, a logarithmic 
transformation was applied to de-skew the distribution, and 
the resulting variable LogTime was used in the analysis. 
This variable was objectively measured by a single assessor 
(HdV).

Reliability

The reliability of the TOCO–TURBT tool was estimated 
using generalizability theory (G-theory) [23]. With this 
approach, the variance of interest, between-participant dif-
ferences in performance, is compared with the total vari-
ance in the performance measurements. The corresponding 
ratio is indicated as coefficient Phi, ranging between 0 and 
1, and for high-stakes assessment values of 0.8 or higher are 
considered to indicate a sufficient level of reliability [24]. 
For technical details of this procedure, we refer to Online 
Appendix 3.

Construct validity

For the assessment of construct validity, the relation between 
the outcome measures and the experience of participants 
was investigated. The experience of residents was weighted 
according to the levels of (in)dependent performance as 

recorded in their individual portfolio. For urologists, a dis-
tinction was made between partially and completely per-
formed procedures. The equations used for the estimation of 
experience are described in Online Appendix 4.

The distribution of experience was extremely skewed and 
peaked (skewness = 2.8. kurtosis = 8.7), and was therefore 
transformed into a logarithmic scale. Regression analyses 
were performed to assess the strength of the relation between 
a participant’s experience and the different outcome meas-
ures. The resulting regression coefficient (b) represents the 
slope of the regression line. The strength of the relation is 
indicated by the correlation coefficient (r) of the outcome 
measure and LogExp. According to Cohen’s classification, 
correlations equal to 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 correspond to small, 
moderate, and large effect sizes, respectively [25]. All statis-
tical analyses were performed using SPSS version 22.

Results

Between February and July 2015 a total of 76 participants 
were included in this study, 51 of whom were residents and 
25 urologists. The general demographics of the participants 
and the assessors are described in Table 1.

Feasibility, acceptability, and content validity

All assessors and participating urologists (strongly) agreed 
that the TOCO–TURBT tool covered all the important 
aspects of the TURBT procedure, and 93% of assessors and 
urologists (strongly) agreed that the tool seemed to be valid. 
All assessors considered the assessment process to be under-
standable and transparent, and indicated that the assessment 
tool corresponds with their professional judgement regard-
ing competence. The majority of assessors and participants 
(88 and 62%, respectively) supported the implementation 
of the TOCO–TURBT assessment as a certification method 
before allowing residents at the end of their traineeship to 
independently perform a TURBT procedure on a patient. 
Moreover, the majority of assessors (88%) and participating 
urologists (95%) agreed that the TOCO–TURBT tool could 
be used for the certification of urologists.

Reliability

The estimated variance components for the five outcome 
measures obtained in the G-analyses are shown in Online 
Appendix  5. For all measures, the largest component 
appeared to be the person variance (the variance of inter-
est). This indicates that the person variance has the largest 
influence on the outcome measures, which is favourable for 
the reliability.
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Table 2 shows the absolute reliability (coefficient Phi) 
resulting from the variance components presented in Online 
Appendix 5. As the table shows, the reliability is improved 
by an increase in the number of assessors and/or cases. In 
the current set-up of the TOCO–TURBT tool, two cases 
and two assessors were used for each assessment. With this 
set-up, satisfactory levels of reliability were obtained for all 
five measures (range 0.79–0.87).

Construct validity

Table 3 shows the descriptives and the results of the regres-
sion analyses for the six outcome measures, with LogExp as 
independent variable. The regression results for the prepara-
tion and completion phase (right panel of Table 3) showed 
no significant statistical relation between the participant’s 
experience and the PrepScore and ComplScore. For the 

Table 1  General demographics

Values for variables (age and experience in TURBT) are presented as medians with range (min–max)
PG Y0 post graduate student, not yet in training, PG Y1–6 resident in training year 1–6

Age (years) Gender (m/f) Dexterity 
(right/left)

Experience in TURBT 
(independently per-
formed)

PG Y0 (n = 8) 26.5 (25–29) 3/5 6/2 0 (0)
PG Y1 (n = 3) 28 (28) 2/1 3/0 0 (0)
PG Y2 (n = 4) 29.5 (28–30) 2/2 3/1 0 (0)
PG Y3 (n = 12) 30 (28–34) 8/4 12/0 0 (0–20)
PG Y4 (n = 6) 30 (30–36) 1/5 5/1 0 (0–1)
PG Y5 (n = 11) 32 (31–38) 8/3 9/2 6 (0–30)
PG Y6 (n = 7) 34 (32–37) 2/5 7/0 6 (2–38)
Urologist (n = 25) 49 (32–64) 23/3 24/1 100 (50–500)
Assessor (n = 8) 54 (43–68) 8/0 8/0 350 (100–1000)

Table 2  Reliability (coefficient 
Phi) of the outcome measures 
in relation to the numbers of 
assessors (Na) and cases (Nc) 
used to assess a participant with 
the TOCO–TURBT tool

As we focused on 2 cases and 2 assessors these numbers were made bold
For high-stakes assessment a Phi of 0.8 or higher is generally considered sufficient [24].

Preparatory phase Procedural phase Completion phase

PrepScore ProcScore GlobalScore ComptcyScore ComplScore

Na 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

Nc

1 0.74 0.79 0.81 0.61 0.73 0.78 0.65 0.77 0.83 0.51 0.65 0.71 0.62 0.66 0.67
2 0.83 0.87 0.89 0.76 0.84 0.87 0.79 0.87 0.91 0.68 0.79 0.83 0.76 0.79 0.80
3 0.86 0.90 0.91 0.83 0.89 0.91 0.85 0.91 0.93 0.76 0.85 0.88 0.82 0.85 0.86

Table 3  Descriptives and 
regression analysis results for 
the outcome measures with 
the logarithm of experience as 
independent variable

a M mean, SD standard deviation, min/max minimum/maximum, N number of subjects with non-missing 
value
b b:regression coefficient, r correlation, p p value, lo-hi lower and higher boundary of the 95% CI of b

Phase Performance measure Descriptivesa Regression with  LogExpb

M SD Min Max N b r p 95% CI

lo hi

Preparatory PrepScore (0–100) 63 11 27 88 76 2.3 0.17 0.148 − 0.8 5.4
Procedural ProcScore (0–100) 65 17 10 91 76 12 0.61 0.001 9 16

GlobalScore (1–10) 6.3 1.7 2.0 8.5 76 1.5 0.72 0.001 1.2 1.8
ComptcyScore (0–1) 0.56 0.41 0.00 1.00 76 0.35 0.72 0.001 0.27 0.43
LogTime (min) 1.91 0.19 1.30 2.38 75 − 0.076 − 0.34 0.003 − 0.13 − 0.03

Completion ComplScore (0–100) 60 12 31 88 76 1.4 0.10 0.395 − 1.8 4.6
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Procedural phase, all outcome measures showed a statisti-
cally significant linear relation with experience (LogExp). 
Moreover, the values of correlation (r) were in the range 
of 0.61–0.72, indicating large effect sizes. For LogTime, a 
negative relation with experience was found (b = − 0.076), 
which is in agreement with the expectation that resection 
time in general will be lower for more experienced partici-
pants. The relation of this measure was not as strong as that 
of the other three procedural phase measures, but still sub-
stantial with a correlation (r) equal to − 0.34, which indi-
cates a moderate effect size.

Discussion

This study clearly established the feasibility, content valid-
ity, and construct validity as well as the reliability of the 
TOCO–TURBT tool. This indicates that the TOCO–TURBT 
tool has the potential to be used for high-stakes assess-
ment, such as certification of residents and relicensing of 
urologists.

The TOCO–TURBT tool was developed using the meth-
odology of CTA, capturing automated expert knowledge that 
would otherwise have been lost [15]. Although this method 
is time-consuming and labour-intensive, it is recognized that 
a constructive approach to instrument development (includ-
ing e.g. an a priori conceptual framework and use of expert 
consensus) helps to ensure that it captures the concept of 
interest, thereby increasing its content validity [26].

Feasibility and acceptability were confirmed, as the 
majority of assessors and participants indicated that they 
would support the implementation of the TOCO–TURBT 
assessment as a certification method for residents. For the 
assessment of construct validity, the broad classification of 
‘novices’, ‘intermediates’, and ‘experts’ is generally used. 
This classification seems somewhat arbitrary and lacks pre-
cision. Therefore, we used experience as a continuous vari-
able, derived from the validation study of the Program for 
Laparoscopic Urological Skills, performed by Tjiam et al. 
[27].

Construct validity was clearly demonstrated for the pro-
cedural phase of the TOCO–TURBT tool, but it was lacking 
for the preparatory and completion phase. The absence of 
construct validity in the preparatory and completion phase 
did not come as a surprise, and can be explained by the 
fact that the majority of items included in these phases are 
‘checkpoints’, for which little experience or technical skill 
is needed. These two phases can be seen as the ‘basics’ of 
a TURBT procedure. The distinction between a novice and 
an expert becomes apparent in the procedural phase, where 
the actual TURBT is assessed, including the resection skills 
and handling complications. For certification purposes, the 
focus should be on this phase.

The procedural phase of the TURBT procedures was 
assessed by a panel of expert urologists, whereas the other 
two phases were assessed by two general doctors. Ideally, 
the experts would have assessed the complete procedure, but 
unfortunately this was not possible due to time constraints. 
Still, we consider the current assessment approach to be 
valid, as the items of the preparation and completion phase 
do not need an ‘expert eye’ per se to be adequately assessed, 
whereas this is required for the procedural phase. The results 
of our study showed that the TOCO–TURBT tool is a reli-
able assessment tool, with two assessors and two trials being 
sufficient to reach substantial reliability.

To our knowledge, the TOCO–TURBT tool is the first 
assessment tool in the field of Urology that has the poten-
tial to be used for high-stakes assessment of TURBT in the 
future. With the current shift from time-based residency 
training towards competency-based residency training, 
objective assessment is becoming more important [3, 4]. 
In a recent project, a comparable tool that assesses basic 
laparoscopic skills has been developed and validated in The 
Netherlands [27]. In this project, the same methodology 
was used as in the current study. This “EBLUS” assessment 
is now a mandatory summative exam that junior residents 
have to pass before they are allowed to participate in lapa-
roscopic surgery. This example illustrates the possibilities 
of the future use of the TOCO–TURBT tool in the Dutch 
Urological curriculum.

Besides the potential use of the TOCO–TURBT tool for 
certification and relicensing, it could also be used in the 
light of the concept “Entrustable Professional Activities” 
(EPAs) [28]. An EPA is an activity residents can be trusted 
to perform competently in different stages of training. This 
concept translates competencies into clinical practice and 
enables supervisors to determine when a resident can be 
trusted to perform specific procedures with minimal supervi-
sion or without supervision. The TOCO–TURBT tool could 
be used to objectify a resident’s performance throughout 
the different stages of independence. For this, the phases or 
components of the TURBT procedure that residents should 
master during different stages of their residency should be 
determined first.

The validation of the TOCO–TURBT tool was conducted 
in a simulation setting. The advantage of this approach is 
that the research setting was completely standardized, ena-
bling a true comparison of performance without any interfer-
ing confounding factors. A drawback of this approach is that 
certain constituent skills, such as performing haemostasis 
and handling an obturator jurk, could not be simulated on 
the simulator and were only assessed in a cognitive way. 
This means that a participant that passes the exam knows the 
procedural steps, risks, and complications of the procedure, 
and competently performs the procedure on the simulation 
model.
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In 1990, Miller described a framework of increasingly 
complex levels of skills performance and assessment in 
the shape of a pyramid [29]. At the bottom of the pyra-
mid there is knowledge (knows). On top of knowledge 
comes “knows how”, “shows how”, and finally “does”. In 
our study, the assessment took place at the ‘shows how’ 
level. However, the unpredictability of the “does” level 
is not completely reproducible. Fortunately, literature has 
revealed that the measurement of the “shows how” cor-
relates with the measurements of “does” [30].

We are planning to extrapolate the use of the 
TOCO–TURBT tool to the clinical setting. In this setting, 
we will have to make some adjustments to the tool. The 
simulation model could not mimic the exact layers of the 
bladder. Therefore, we were unable to assess the presence 
of muscularis propria in the specimen. In clinical setting, 
an item regarding the presence of muscularis propria in 
the specimen will be added. Still, it is important to realize 
that also workplace assessment has its limitations. When 
comparing with the drivers exam: a participant can show 
to master all the basic steps but can never encounter all 
possible dangerous traffic situations in an exam of 1 h.

Finally, the threshold of pass–fail is still subject of 
further study. The statistical method that we will use has 
previously been described by Tjiam et al. [31]. An impor-
tant decision to make in the determination of a pass–fail 
standard is whether or not to use varying weights when 
calculating the total score from the item scores. It is 
important to realize that the different items are not inde-
pendent from each other. A particular action/decision can 
be not very important in itself, but as it proceeds other 
actions/decisions it might have an important impact on 
the overall process. This makes the process of assigning 
weights quite arbitrary.

Up to now, we have studied the results for each phase 
(preparatory, procedural, and completion) separately. The 
results show a significant correlation between score and 
experience for the procedural phase, whereas there was no 
significant correlation between score and experience for 
the preparation and completion phase. This may indicate 
that the procedural phase has the highest discriminatory 
power. In the decision of including weighing or not, per-
haps the score of the procedural phase should have more 
weight when defining the pass–fail threshold.

If, after the pass/fail standard has been determined, 
a participant does not pass the exam, the consequence 
would be that he/she is not yet allowed to perform the pro-
cedure independently. More training is needed to ensure 
a safe situation and a new exam will be planned when the 
program director thinks the resident is ready for it.

Conclusion

This study provides first evidence that the TOCO–TURBT 
tool is a feasible, valid, and reliable high-stakes assess-
ment tool for measuring technical and non-technical 
competency in TURBT. It has the potential to be used for 
the certification of skills of residents and urologists. The 
method of CTA might be of value in the development of 
assessment tools in other areas of clinical practice.
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